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The design of synthetic allosteric systems is of great significance
not only to regulate the complexation ability or the catalytic activity
of synthetic receptors but also to attain high selectivity in a nonlinear
fashion.1-7 The pivotal feature of positive homotropic allostery is
a nonlinear sigmoidal response to outside information, for example,
the effector and/or substrate concentration, which then generates
bistable OFF/ON states.8 The control of nonlinear sigmoidal
responses (binding isotherms) would allow the generation of high
selectivity and specificity toward the effectors and/or substrates for
the precise processing of molecular information as those found in
nature.

We previously reported that a cerium(IV) bis(porphyrinato)
double-decker complex,DDPy8, exhibits positive homotropic
allostery on binding cyclohexane-(1R,2R)-dicarboxylic acid (RR-
CHDA ) to form the 1:4DDPy8‚(RR-CHDA )4 complex9,10 (Figure
1). If we could synthetically input the structural information of RR-
CHDA into such an allosteric host so that the conformation of host
is complimentary to RR-CHDA , the host should then display
different responses toward each enantiomer. The change in the
resulting binding isotherms generates the different kind of OFF/
ON states and allows opening of a concentration window within
which highly enantioselective recognition is expected (see Figure
S2). To confirm the hypothesis and demonstrate the high selectivity,
here we designedDDPy7-R, which was a compound analogous to
the 1:1DDPy8‚RR-CHDA complex. The structural information
of RR-CHDA was introduced into the host molecule via a covalent
amide bond and intra-hydrogen-bonding interaction (Figure 1). We
used computational methods (Insight II and Discover) to evaluate
whetherDDPy7-R could form a complex with both enantiomers.
We confirmed thatDDPy7-R could recognize three equivalents of
RR-CHDA via seven hydrogen bonds without significant confor-
mational changes; by contrast, one of the porphyrin planes of
DDPy7-R should rotate or oscillate11,12 with dissociation of the
internal hydrogen bond in order to form a complex with SS-CHDA
through six hydrogen bonds (Figure S3).

We evaluated the formation of theDDPy7-R-CHDA complexes
in a tetrachloroethane (TCE)-tetrahydrofuran (THF) 30:1 (v/v)
mixed solvent at 298 K using the circular dichroism (CD) spectral
change that is induced upon the successive addition ofCHDA
(Figure S4). The value of the CD intensity at 310 nm increased for
RR-CHDA with tight isosbestic points, whereas it decreased for
SS-CHDA . These changes and the shape of the CD signals are
consistent with those observed for theDDPy8-CHDA complex-
ation systems.9,10 It is important to note that a plot of the CD
intensity at 310 nm versus [CHDA ] displayed a sigmoidal curvature
for SS-CHDA , whereas saturation-type behavior was observed for
the RR-CHDA binding isotherm (Figure 2a). In order to analyze
these binding isotherms and evaluate the association constants, we
estimated the stoichiometries of the complexes formed between
DDPy7-Rand RR-CHDA or SS-CHDA using continuous-variation

plots. The results clearly indicate the formation of the 1:3DDPy7-
R‚(CHDA )3 complex (Figure S5). Initially, these guest bindings
were analyzed using the Hill equation.13 From the slope and the
intercept of the linear (Hill) plots, we obtainednH and logK; nH

values were calculated as 1.6 for theDDPy7-R‚(RR-CHDA )3

complex and 2.9 for theDDPy7-R‚(SS-CHDA )3 complex (Figure
S6). ThenH values of 1.6 and 2.9 imply thatCHDA binding takes
place cooperatively, as a higher value ofnH (>1.0) is related to a
higher degree of cooperativity. For RR- and SS-CHDA , we re-
analyzed the binding isotherm by a nonlinear curve-fitting method
assuming the stepwise association scheme; we determined the
stepwise association constants for RR-CHDA (Kn/M-1) to be logK1

) 3.1, logK2 ) 3.4, logK3 ) 2.9, and logKtotal ) 9.4 (∆GRR )
-53.3 kJ‚mol-1; correlation coefficientR ) 0.996) and for SS-
CHDA (Kn/M-1) to be logK1 ) 0.7, logK2 ) 2.7, logK3 ) 4.7,
and logKtotal ) 8.1 (∆GSS ) -46.1 kJ‚mol-1; R ) 0.994). In the
case for the SS-CHDA binding to the host, almost no intermediate
1:1 and 1:2 species exists under the equilibrium (Figures S7 and
S8); in fact, we also evaluated the association constant logKtotal to
be 8.1 assuming the direct 1:3 complex formation (R ) 0.994).

The ratio of this first binding constant for SS-CHDA to that for
the RR-CHDA is large (227), and the ratios ofK1‚K2 andK1‚K2‚K3

between them were also calculated to be 1260 and 18, respectively.
We infer that the multiple equilibrium would amplify the ratio (the
energy difference) in the initial recognition process because, within
the highlighted concentration window of 0-0.6 mM in Figure 2a,
the meaningful amount of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:3 complexes ofDDPy7-
R‚RR-CHDA form, whereas more than 99 and 97% of the host is
uncomplexed under the conditions of [SS-CHDA ] ) 0.4 and 0.6
mM, respectively (see Figure S7). We can thus expect that
extremely high enantioselectivity toward RR-CHDA should be

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of the allosteric binding system forDDPy8
and the chemical structure ofDDPy7-R. The presence of the internal
hydrogen bond inDDPy7-R was confirmed by the disappearance of the
hydrogen-bond-induced circular dichroism spectrum upon addition of
triethylamine (Figure S1).
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attained, although the energy difference between the 1:3 RR-CHDA
and 1:3 SS-CHDA complexes is just 7.2 kJ‚mol-1 at 298 K.

Titration using a racemate provides information regarding how
DDPy7-Rexhibits high enantioselectivity toward RR-CHDA over
SS-CHDA . In Figure 2a, we superimposed the result for the titration
of the racemate onto those for the titration of enantiomerically pure
RR-CHDA and SS-CHDA , where the upperx-axis shows the
concentration of RR-CHDA in the racemic substrate. It is important
to note that the change in the complexation-induced CD intensities
upon the addition of the racemic substrate was not the sum of the
differences between the single enantiomers; indeed, it traced the
change of RR-CHDA until the concentration of RR-CHDA in the
racemate reached 0.6 mM ([racemate]) 1.2 mM). In the
concentration window from 0 to 0.6 mM,DDPy7-R ([DDPy7-R]
) 0.10 mM) recognizes only RR-CHDA in the racemate to produce
DDPy7-R‚RR-CHDA complexes, as further supported by1H NMR
experiments; the chemical shifts ofDDPy7-R‚CHDA ([racemate]
) 0.8 mM) complex were almost the same as that ofDDPy7-R‚RR-
CHDA ([RR-CHDA ] ) 0.4 mM), whereas SS-CHDA (0.4 mM)
caused no change in the chemical shift ofDDPy7 (Figure S9).

To demonstrate the extremely high enantioselectivity toward RR-
CHDA , we conducted competitive titration experiments. Upon the
addition of SS-CHDA , the CD signal of theDDPy7-R-RR-CHDA
complex ([DDPy7-R] ) 0.10 mM and [(RR-CHDA )3] ) 0.40 or
0.60 mM) was not affected at all (error is within 2%) until [SS-

CHDA ] reached 0.6 mM (the ee values of RR-CHDA are -20
and 0% in the cases of 0.40 and 0.60 mM RR-CHDA , respectively)
and then gradually decreased because of the competitive formation
of the DDPy7-R‚(SS-CHDA )3 complex (Figure 2b). Apparently,
DDPy7-R exhibits extremely high enantioselectivity toward RR-
CHDA even under the conditions of-20% ee, whereas the
information of an error molecule (SS-CHDA ) is precisely filtered
off by the control of the nonlinear responses (“error filtering”6).
This is effected by proper incorporation of the structural information
of one enantiomer into the host and utilization of multiple
equilibrium in allosterism. The concept that we have described in
this paper complements the existing techniques in the field of
analytical chemistry by providing a new general means of displaying
high selectivity toward a target analyte even when the selectivity
expected from the energy difference would be low under the
conventional 1:1 stoichiometric system.
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Figure 2. CD spectroscopic titrations and schematic illustrations of this
cooperative binding ofCHDA . (a) Plots of the CD intensity change at 310
nm of DDPy7-R (0.10 mM) versus [RR-CHDA ] (blue line), [SS-CHDA ]
(red line), and [RR-CHDA ] in the racemate (purple line). The blue and red
lines represent the fitted theoretical curve assuming the stepwise association
scheme (see text). (b) Competitive titration experiments under the conditions
of [RR-CHDA ] ) 0.40 and 0.60 mM and [DDPy7-R] ) 0.10 mM in a
30:1 TCE-THF (v/v) mixed solvent at 298 K (cell length) 1.0 mm).
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